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Abstract
The dual server hot-standby mechanism is often used to improve the system availability.
However, in traditional dual server hot-standby models, the states of servers are seldom determined from
the client’s observation, and it’s easy for the master server and the slave server to make wrong decisions
about the state of each other, which may cause split brain. This paper presents a multi-party decision hotstandby model. In this model, the master server and the slave server determine the state of each other not
only from the observation of themselves, but also from the observation of the client, which helps them
make correct decision to maintain or change the service platform, so as to ensure the continuity of
application. Compared with traditional dual server hot-standby models, the model suggested in this paper
is more reasonable because of the involvement of the client’s observation.
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1. Introduction
The dual server hot-standby mechanism is a common method to improve service
availability of the system. VRRP [1] and HSRP [2] are both classic hot-standby protocols. Many
vendors and open source organizations also launched corresponding hot-standby solutions for
their own platform and products, such as Linux-HA [3]. The general principle of hot-standby
mechanism is that the master server/device and the slave server/device detect and judge the
available state of the other through heart beat protocol. Once the slave server confirm that the
master server is unavailable, it will take over its functions and provide services for clients. The
research of dual server hot-standby mechanism focuses on fault detection, service recovery,
and assurance between the master server and the slave server [3-5].
The traditional dual server hot-standby mechanism may cause the risk of Split Brain [6],
[7]. The Split Brain is due to the failure of the communication mechanism (or heartbeat
mechanism) between the master server and the slave server. It will cause the misjudgment
between the servers. Then, both them cannot consistently provide services. There are many
possible causes for heartbeat mechanism fails, for example, physical line problems or the failure
of the heartbeat software. Fencing and Quorum mechanism is a common way to prevent splitbrain [7, 8], such as the method of using SCSI reserve and Quorum Daemon, dual state
consistency synchronization [9], etc. However, these methods have many limitations. It may
cause a new single point of failure [10, 11]. In addition, these methods are not common. It is
difficult to apply in the dual server hot-standby mechanism of the network equipment.
In order to overcome or mitigate the split-brain risk of the traditional dual server hotstandby mechanism, we present a multi-party decision hot-standby model. The multi-party
decision mechanism refers that the master server and the slave server determine the true
availability status of each other not only rely on their own observations, but also rely on the
clients’ observations. Because the services are for the client, it is reasonable to use the client's
observations as a server status determination factor. It can effectively avoid the limitations and
one-sidedness of the bilateral decision mechanism to combine the master server’s observations
and the slave server’s observation together with the client observations in the multi-party
decision mechanism. In addition, the dual server hot-standby model proposed in this paper not
only can be used to the hot-standby mechanism of host and database services, but also can be
used for the hot-standby mechanism of network devices.
Contributions of this paper include:
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1) Introduce the client’s observations of the service status and use it as an important factor for
the master server and the salve server to determine the availability of each other;
2) Comprehensively analyze multiple observations of the master server, the slave server and
the client to provide the basis to judge the state of system services;
3) Present a multi-party decision hot-standby model and analyze its versatility and security.

2. A Multi-party Decision Hot-standby Model
The service provides for the client. However, in the traditional dual server hot-standby
model, the client's observations weren’t considered to determine the service’s availability [1214]. The multi-party decision hot-standby model consists of three important decisions entities:
the master server, the salve server and the client, shown in Figure 1:

Slave Server
Client
Heartbeat Line

...

Client
Master Server

Figure 1. The Structure of the Multi-party Decision Hot-standby Model

For the participating entities of the structure in Figure 1, we use number N
(=m*22+s*21+c*20) to represent one entity’s communication state with the others, where m
stands for the communication state with the master server, s stands for the communication state
with the slave server, c stands for the communication state with the master server. The
communication relationship between entities is bidirectional, that is, if the entity A can
communicate with entity B, then entity B can communicate to entity A. Conversely, if the entity A
cannot communicate with entity B, then the entity B cannot communicate with the entity A. The
values of m, s, and c are Boolean. The value 0 indicates no communication between them. The
value 1 indicates that they can communicate with each other. For each entity, assume that it
always could communication with itself, and the value is 1.
The model in Figure 1 shows that all clients are a participating entity. If there is a client
who can communicate with the master server or the slave server, then all clients can
communicate with the master server entity or the slave server entity.
For convenience, we use M represents the master server communications form, S
represents the slave server communication form and C represents the client communication
form.
In the model of Figure 1, each entity may have four communication states with the other
entities. For the master server, there are 7, 6, 5 and 4, where 7 means it can communicate with
others; 6 indicates that it can only communicate with the slave server, but cannot communicate
with the client; 5 indicates that it can only communicate with the client, but cannot communicate
with the slave server; 4 means that it cannot communicate with others:
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Table 1. Communication States between Entities

Entity

Communication
State
7
6

Master
Server

5
4
7
6

Slave
Server

Client

3

Interpretation
Can communicate with others.
Only can communicate with the slave server, but cannot communicate with the
client.
Only can communicate with the client, but cannot communicate with the slave
server.
Cannot communicate with others.
Can communicate with others.
Only can communicate with the master server, but cannot communicate with the
client.
Only can communicate with the client, but cannot communicate with the master
server.

2

Cannot communicate with others.

7

Can communicate with others.

5

Only can communicate with the master server, but cannot communicate with the
slave server.
Only can communicate with the slave master, but cannot communicate with the
master server.

3
1

Cannot communicate with others.

Because the communication is bidirectional, it isn’t possible to randomly combine the
communication state of the three participating entities in Table 1, for example, M=7 and C=3
cannot occur simultaneously because M=7 represents that the master server can communicate
with others, but C=3 indicates that the client cannot communicate with the master server, that is
the master server cannot communicate with the client. They are contradictory. Remove all
conflicting combination, Table 2 lists all possible combinations of the communication state of the
three participating entities. And it gives the interpretation.

Table 2. All Possible Combinations of the Communication State and the Interpretation
M

S

C

7

7

7

7

6

5

6

7

3

6

6

1

5

3

7

5

2

5

4

3

3

4

2

1

Interpretation
Normal
The master server can communicate with the slave server; The slave server cannot communicate with the
client.
The master server can communicate with the slave server; The master server cannot communicate with
the client.
The master server can communicate with the slave server; Neither the master server nor the slave server
can communicate with the client.
The master server cannot communicate with the slave server; The slave server can communicate with the
client.
The master server can communicate with the client; Neither the master server nor the client can
communicate with the slave server.
The slave server can communicate with the client; Neither the slave server nor the client can communicate
with the master server.
They cannot communicate with each other.

Here we give some definitions about the model in Figure 1.
Definition 1 (information exchange rules) entities in the dual server hot-standby model
based on multi-party decision mechanism should follow the following rules:
1) Each entity save an internal data structure T. T = MSC, where M, S, C represent the
communication state of the master server, the communication state of the slave server and the
communication state of the client. After system initialization, T is set to 000.
2) Every time t, each entity generates M, S or C with communication state according to
their network connection status and updates to T. Then he sends it to the other two entities. For
instance, the master server generates the communication state M, then updates to M in T
stored by his own, and finally, sends it to the slave server and the client. The slave server
generates the communication state S, then updates to S in T stored by his own, and finally,
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sends it to the master server and the client. The client generates the communication state C,
then updates to C in T stored by his own, and finally, sends it to the master server and the slave
server.
3) After each entity receives the communication state from other entities, he will update
it to T. For example, the master server receives S from the slave server, it will directly update S
in T stored by his own.
4) If an entity has not received the communication state of other entities within the time
period e, it will set the corresponding item to 0. For example, if the master server received no
communication state from the slave server within the time period e, it will set S in T stored by his
own to 0.

Table 3. The Contents of each Entity’s T Form under each Communication State
M

S

C

Master Server T

Slave Server T

Client T

7

7

7

777

777

777

7

6

5

765

760

706

6

7

3

670

673

073

6

6

1

660

660

001

5

3

7

507

037

537

5

2

5

505

020

505

4

3

3

400

033

033

4

2

1

400

020

001

As shown in Table 3, for each entity, in addition to no communication with other two
entities (the shaded entries in Table 3), its value of T is consistent with the communication state
MSC of the system, which means that even if the communication state known by each entity is
not consistent with the real communication state of the system, it will not affect its properly
understanding about the real communication state of the system. In fact, if an entity has no
communication with other entities, then the other entities’ real communication state has no
meaning to it. For example, in the last two rows in Table 3, T of the master server represents
that it has no communication with the slave server and the client. So regardless of existing
communication between the slave server and the client (the last row but one in Table 3) or no
communication between them (the last row in Table 3), the master server knows that it couldn’t
provide services any more.
Definition 2 (service switching rules) switching rules in the multi-party decision hotstandby model follow the following rules:
1) When T stored in the master server is 670 or 400, the master server provides no
service, or continues to provide services.
2) When T stored in the slave server is 673 or 033, the slave server takes over services
from the master server, or continues an alternate service.
As shown in Table 3, when T stored in the master server is 660, T stored in the slave
server is also 660. In this case, the master server has no communication with the slave server.
So they are all unavailable to the client, and requirement to switch the server does not exist. In a
real system, in this case, the master server and slave server should send alarm information to
alert managers that the network may malfunction.

3. Security Analysis
Analysis methods in other works [15] can be used for reference. To determine the dual
server hot-standby model which based on multi-party decision mechanism is to work properly,
we must verify whether there is situation that the master server and the slave server compete to
provide services. In other words, when the slave server takes over the service, the master
server is also providing services. If there is competition for providing services, it can be
considered that the model exist “split-brain".
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Based on the service switching rules defined in definition 2, only when T stored in the
slave server is 673 or 033, the slave server is trying to take over providing services. At the same
time, the T stored in the master server is 670 or 400. It is the condition for the master server out
of providing services. The multi-party decision hot-standby model avoids "split-brain” between
the master server and slave server.
From the one described can be seen, it is precisely because the client's participation,
which makes primary and secondary servers determine the state of each other have more
evidence, and thus the state of each other to make the right judgments. Client as a service
object, which the master and slave server state judge has two effects: First, it establishes the
principle of majority judgment advantages, thus breaking the tradition of the master and slave
servers as a result of an equal number of judgments in each state there is a conflict controversy.
Secondly, the client is not mainly provided from the server based on the judgment, when the
client triplet T is 004 when the primary server cannot provide services to clients, so even if the
state judge appears contradictory to each other will not bring more service availability issues.

4. Implementation
The multi-party decision hot-standby model has no technical obstacles in the
realization. This approach in this paper is both to run agent software in the master server and
the slave servers. Then select a number of clients, and also install and run agent software on
clients. This agent software supports the rules in definition 1 and definition 2:
1) Entities send hello packets to each other via IP multicast and report the
communication status N;
2) Entities maintain T = MSC based on the communication status of themselves and the
received hello packet.
In order to ensure switching’s real-time ability and reliability of the communication
status, all entities need to maintain several time variables, including:
1) The hello packet’s interval time is hello-time, which corresponds to the time t in
definition 1. Every time t, each entity sends a hello packet to report its communication status;
2) Elements’ expiration time in T is expire-time, which corresponds to the time e in
definition 1. If an entity is not received communication state from others within expire-time, then
set the related element to 0 in T. For instance, within the expire-time, if the master server does
not receive any hello packets from the client, then the C in T is set to 0. Taking into account the
network may be delayed, the expire-time must be greater than the hello-time, generally set at
least that the former is the latter triple.
Since all clients are a whole participating entity, so for any client, the manner which
generates client communication state C is different from the other two entities. All clients set up
the communicate state form of themselves according to their communication states and other
clients’ hello packets, for example if a client does not communicate with the slave server, but as
long as it receives any one client hello packets It can communicate with the slave server, it will
update the communication state N=N+1*21. Similarly, for the master server and the slave
server, as long as one of them can communicate with the client, then update the communication
state N=N+1*20.
Also, the model should try to avoid the problem when the client is off line at the same
time. If all clients are shut down, then both the master server and the slave server will think that
they cannot communicate with the clients. To avoid this problem, when select the client, we
should pay attention to the following: 1) Select the appropriate number of clients; 2) Confirm the
client does not simultaneously offline or shut down; 3) Try to ensure that these clients are not
connected with the same network access device at the same time, to avoid network equipment
failure causes all clients while offline.

5. Conclusion and Future work
The multi-party decision hot-standby model can overcome the possible split brain in the
traditional hot-standby system, and its implementation is not complicated, and can be flexible
configured. It doesn’t require changing the system platform and applications.
Future works include when how many clients included in the mechanism, the model is
best. Also, How to choose the clients may be a good work.
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